What Is TransLoc?
Tired of waiting at the Tech Transit stop, full of anxiety?
Do you dream of a world where questions like
"where is Tech Transit?" and "when will it be here?" can be
answered without crystal balls and satellite surveillance?

Dream no more; the future is now!
The TransLoc app’s popular real-time vehicle tracking
shows you where Tech Transit is and when it will arrive at
the stops it services. With up-to-the-minute visualizations,
you can finally take the guesswork out of public transit.

Featuring
• Real-time Tech Transit tracking in your hands.
• Prediction technology that goes beyond simple schedules
to provide remarkably accurate arrival times.
• Announcements about service interruptions and more
delivered instantly to your device.

Visit http://ltu.transloc.com/ to view real time
data on your computer.
Download now the APP for your Android or iPhone

WHAT IS TRANSLOC?
Transit Visualization System

Silver Route Time Table

7 Days a Week
4:30PM-11:00PM

Buell Management Circle
North Housing, Science Bldg.
UTLC
Engineering Building
South Housing
South Evergreen
Arbor Lofts
Tel-Twelve
Southfield AMC Star
Campus Safety
Art & Design Center
Field House

4:30 5:15 6:00 6:45 7:30 8:15 9:00 9:45 10:30
4:34 5:17 6:02 6:47 7:34 8:17 9:02 9:47 10:34
4:50 5:35 6:20 7:05 7:50 8:35 9:20 10:05 10:43
5:10 5:55 6:40 7:25 8:10 8:55 9:40 10:25

Weekdays*
10:00AM-11:00AM

Field House 10:00
Campus Safety 10:01
Art & Design Center
Southfield AMC Star 10:12
Tel-Twelve 10:20
Arbor Lofts 10:32
South Evergreen 10:34
South Housing 10:36
UTLC
Engineering Building
Buell Management Circle
North Housing, Science Bldg.

*Note:
Please note the morning times
are estimated.

---

TECH TRANSIT
Silver Route
Campus and Northwestern Hwy
Spring 2018

- Buell Management Circle
  Donley Hall, Science Building
- UTLC
  Engineering Building
- South Housing
- South Evergreen
- Arbor Lofts
- Tel-Twelve
- Southfield AMC Star
- Campus Safety
  Art & Design Center
- Riddler Field House

/ LTUtransit
www.ltu.edu/transit